
 
 

Summit 2018: Be the Change - Breakout Session Descriptions 

 
Understanding Your Sources of Power – Ashley Smith, Elmwood Village Association 

A short presentation on an individual's sources of power: personal, relational and positional. The 
presentation will draw from Harvard Business School materials on Power and Influence intended for 
beginning managers and for entry-level professionals looking to make a difference within their 
organization or community and will diagram sources of power and direct attendees in reflection on their 
own power. 

This session will help me: personally, professionally, in my community 
 
Mission and Fundraising Integration – Stacie Waddell & Kaelyn Gates, American Lung 
Association  
 
Interactive presentation on how mission and fundraising needs to work together within an organization. 
This session will help to understand each area’s roles, and how to work together for the biggest impact 
on your organization. 
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally, in my community 
 
Engaging the Active Citizen Continuum to Support Your Organization – Aurora Schunk, Buffalo 
State College 
 
The Active Citizen Continuum is a developmental model, which gives language to an individual’s 
transition from apathy to action. Active citizens are classified as individuals who prioritize the 
community in their values and life choices. They take action on issues that matter to them and see the 
world through the lens of community. However, an individual does not necessarily spring forth into the 
community, or into your organization, as a fully-developed active citizen. It is through experiences, 
education, and critical reflection that individuals learn active citizen skills—which you can do in a way 
that does not add hours to your work week. Inserting this developmental model has the potential to 
save you hours of time and allow you and the organization to focus on larger concerns. This 
presentation would be valuable for volunteer managers or development staff that is looking to more 
deeply engage and retain individuals who are currently, or in the future will connect with the 
organization. 
 
This session will help me be the change: professionally 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
CEO by 40: Lessons Learned on the Way to the C-Suite – Jeff Paterson, Empower WNY 
(formerly Niagara Cerebral Palsy 
 
How do you climb the ranks to nonprofit senior leadership? Hear from someone who began his career in 
the business world, stumbled into nonprofit work, and ended up leading three different nonprofit 
organizations before the age of 40. Now, after 17 years in nonprofit leadership, he shares the lessons he 
has learned along the way -- and discusses some of the ways that young professionals can make 
themselves invaluable. 
 
This session will help me be the change: professionally 
 
The Definition of a Leader –Gwendolyn Bork, Custom Wealth Strategies 
 
In this presentation I will discuss the important steps of finding the right cause for you, how to define & 
connect with that demographic, how to obtain funding for that demographic by knowing the 
data to support it, how to strategically approach possible funding sources, how to be the change you 
want to see while gaining monetary traction, and then how to simply "be" on a personal individual basis 
to prevent compassion fatigue and burn out.  
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally, in my community 
 
Changing Your Stress Mindset – Marie Story, Walsh Duffield Companies 
 
Job stress or fatigue is fairly common, but even more so for those whose job requires caring for others. 
It's important to learn positive ways to cope with stress and make your health a priority. In this 
presentation you will learn key ways to more positively deal with stress and change your overall mindset 
when it comes to how you deal with it. 
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally 
 
Cracking the Social Media Code – Samantha DeMart, Heritage Christian Services  
 
Social media changes every single day, and it's hard to keep up, especially in the non-profit realm where 
social media and marketing might not be in your formal job description, but falls to you anyways. How 
do you stay ahead of the trends and remain relevant and get the word out about the good work that 
you're doing? This session, targeted to entry-level and intermediate social media users, will review some 
of the most popular social media channels and help you learn tips and tricks on how to manage them 
and create relevant content. 
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally, in my community 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
The Power of Your Voice – Paula D’Amico, Blessings by Nature 
 
You have the power to use your voice to share knowledge, send a message, and sometimes ignite a plan 
of action. So where do you start? How do you begin to create an effective speech? Better yet, how do 
you create an effective conversation with your audience so they understand what you are talking about? 
This innovative workshop will not only help you discover and develop the power of your message but 
how to use the “Power of Your Voice" for everyday success. This colorful exchange of information 
includes a Power of Your Voice Guidebook. 
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally, in my community 
 
Resume Building: The One Page 1st Impression – Sydnie Perkins, Canisius College 
 
This session will focus on the tips and tricks job seekers can use to best promote themselves in a 
resume. This presentation will be open to allow participants to ask specific questions for their personal 
resumes. I will provide printed packets, websites, articles, and social media groups to allow for further 
research if necessary. The goal of this presentation will be to inform participants of current styles and to 
alert them of the most common mistakes made in resumes. 
 
This session will help me be the change: professionally 
 
Donor-Centered Fundraising – Jeffrey Mendola, American Venous Forum Foundation 
 
Too many non-profits do things based on their internal needs or desires. No offense, but it’s not about 
us – it’s all about the donor! Your fundraising, donor stewardship, grants, events and even how you ask 
for and receive support should focus on your donors – not your organization. Sometimes, the easiest 
and least expensive way for your organization to do things isn’t the most effective and productive way 
for your donors to want to support you. You also need to convey the IMPACT of their gift BEFORE you 
ask them for support again. When you pay more attention to your donor than to yourself, you will be 
surprised at the results. This session will be a real-world discussion with implementable takeaways. 
 
This session will help me be the change: personally, professionally 
 


